
Basic Resume Tips
There is always an exception to the rule. Every professional 
resume writer has his or her own style. Ask a hundred people, 
get a hundred opinions.

If you have a degree, put it up top. Resume sifters quite often 
use this as a per-requisite, and with resume overload, from 
every site known to man, a screener doesn’t have time to sift 
through hundreds of resumes. Don’t get me wrong, many 
friends of mine, highly successful, are high school drop outs.  
We’ll get to that topic in a second.

Second
Attach the LinkedIn link next to your name, and maybe even consider a brief, professional, video introduction.  If you are not on 
LinikedIn, you need to be.  It’s like someone who doesn’t have E-ZPass. Quite often they’ll pop right to your LinkedIn page to see 
who you are. You minus well include your Facebook name as well, they’ll look you anyway. LinkedIn is professional and Facebook 
is personal.  Yeah OK. It’s all one cocktail to a potential employer, and all the other ways you expose yourself to the world e.g. 
SnapChat, Twitter, Tumbler etc. Hiring managers now include social media checks in addition to the usual screening tools.

As Important
Put your picture on your resume.  It’s on LinkedIn, or it should be. And have some consistency, especially if you’re proud of who you 
are. Just a clean picture with a smile is all it takes.  Keep out the family and pictures from the fair.  They just want to see you and no 
one else.

Psychologists have proven the eye is trained to look to the left first, so you should left justify everything. The head goes up and down 
easier than it dies side to side.  Head bopping up and down means yes and head bopping left to right means no.

Your resume should be littered with search-able words.  It’s the easiest way to separate the wheat from the chafe. All you need to do 
is know thyself, search search-able words, and add that pixy dust to your profile. 

Chronological
Employment dates should be in the left column, 
especially if you’re not a job hopper. If you’ve only 
had a few jobs and no gaps, you’ve proven loyalty 
and consistency.  Yeah yeah it’s OK to job hop 
for the best opportunity, but business owners, 
hiring managers leading to the C-suite still won’t 
hire the hoppers.  Like everything, There is always 
the exception. 

Rifle Approach
If you have the opportunity to actually being able 
to apply for a specific position, a “You want ~ I 
have” approach is most suitable.  Interpret the 
opening, dissect your experiences, break each 
position into two categories: 1 ~ Responsibilities 
include but not limited to and 2. ~ Achievements 
include. This gives you the opportunity to talk to the description.  The mind works in repetitive ways, and when it’s reinforced, it favors 
suitable outcomes.

Time-line of Deliverable Resumes
Before fax machines, resumes were delivered by cabs, couriers, and carrier pigeons.  The fax machine, who knows how many times 
you didn’t get the job because it was curled up blowing all over someone’s desk.

The e-mail approach.  Always deliver two versions: a PDF so the reader’s PC keeps it in the same format, and a Word version. That 
way if the interpretor wants to change a few things or add some notes or comments.

How to present each job. Employment date, job title, company name, matching URL, a brief description of the company, number of 
employees and sales. It eliminates all doubt about when, what, with who, what they do, and their size.

Just like this ~ 1993 to present, Founder and Partner, AP Professionals, http://www.approfessionals.com, a global search and 
staffing firm with offices throughout the US and EMEA, privately held.

Too often candidates fail to recognize how their skills match up with potential 
employer’s needs.  If you have an innate understanding of the employer’s job 
description, left column requirements, right column your skill sets.  The right 
column should be a marriage of how your background, skills, responsibilities 
and achievements match accordingly.

Job requirements as advertised Your skill set as per resume 
Job Title: Corporate Controller My Job Title: Corporate Controller 
Salary: $100,000 My salary: $87,000 
Bonus: to 10% of EBITDA My bonus: to 5% of base

Proven leadership skills including Responsible for close working relationship with 
demonstrated results in increased 6 separate HR plant managers in developing 
staff performance reviews staff appraisals, best hiring practices and 
and retention. continuing education programs.
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